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The fire whirl generated by burning a pool fire in a vertical shaft with a single 
corner gap of appropriate width was studied using a high-speed camera. A 7 cm  
diameter pool propanol fire with heat release rate 1.6 kW in free space was burnt 
inside a 145 cm tall vertical shaft model with gap widths lying between 2 cm 
and 16 cm. The flame height was between 0.25 m and 0.85 m for different gap 
widths. Photographs taken using a high-speed camera at critical times of swirling 
motion development were used to compare with those taken using a normal cam-
era. From the experimental observations on flame swirling by a high-speed cam-
era, stages for generating the fire whirl were identified much more accurately. Two 
flame vortex tubes moving over the horizontal burning surface of the liquid pool 
were observed. Based on these observations a set of more detailed schematic dia-
grams on the swirling motion was constructed. From the observed flame heights 
under different gap widths and using three assumptions on the variation of air 
entrainment velocity with height, an empirical expression relating the burning rate 
with flame height and the corner gap width was derived from the observation with 
high-speed camera. The correlation expression of the burning rate of the pool fire 
obtained would be useful in fire safety design in vertical shafts of tall buildings.
Key words: internal fire whirl, vertical shaft, corner gap width, burning rate

Introduction

Different arrangements for generating a fire whirl inside an enclosure were reported 
in the literature [1-10]. The fire whirl is called an internal fire whirl (IFW) in this study to dis-
tinguish it from the external fire whirl which might move over the burning fuel. An IFW has 
a fixed physical fire size, and does not spread over the fuel surface as in open space. An IFW 
can be created in a vertical shaft in tall buildings with appropriate sidewall ventilation arrange-
ment [11-15]. This is hazardous to green buildings with tall shafts or good thermal insulation  
[16-18] and studied as a long-term project. As reviewed on fire whirls [19], the flame height 
was extended several times longer with the burning rate significantly increased. Correlations of 
the flame height of IFW with the vortex parameters were investigated [10] through theoretical 
analysis, experiments and numerical simulations.

* Corresponding author, e-mail: elize.yeung.polyu@gmail.com; bewkchow@polyu.edu.hk
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In a vertical shaft with a corner gap, the gap width affects the ventilation and hence 
the air supply rate to the fire, which changes the burning rate. Once the burning rate is changed, 
the hydrodynamics induced by the fire is also changed, giving swirling flame characteristics. A 
correlation expression of the IFW flame height in a 9 m tall vertical shaft with corner gap width 
has been reported recently [20].

Swirling flame patterns were observed using a high-speed camera in this long-term 
research project [11-15] and reported in this paper. Flame heights measured were compared 
with those observed from a normal camera. As a high-speed camera can provide more details 
in the development of swirling flame patterns, it is possible to identify different stages of 
IFW development more accurately. An expression correlating the burning rate of the pool fire 
with the corner gap width in an IFW can be derived based on small model experiments. Earlier 
results [e. g. 19] can then be justified.

Experimental studies

A fire whirl can be generated by burning a pool fire in a vertical shaft model of appro-
priate gap widths [11-15, 20]. Such experiments were carried out to investigate the effect of the 
gap width on IFW generation.

The vertical shaft model used was of section 35 cm by 34 cm (with the gap) and height 
145 cm, as shown in fig. 1(a). The model was made of wood with a transparent plastics sheet for 
observing the flame shape and taking pictures. Experiments on varying the width of the vertical 
gap were carried out with some results reported previously [11, 13-15].

Test T1 Test T2 Test T3 Test T4 Test T9

No gap: 0 cm 1.0 cm 2.0 cm 3.0 cm 10 cm

Test T10 Test T12 Test T16 Test T17 Test T18

11.5 cm 14 .0 cm 20.0 cm 23.0 cm 34.0 cm

Diameter at

the bottom

part is relatively

larger

Flame tilted towards the gap

Fully opened

Opening wi th variedd

from 0.0 cm to 34 cm

1
4

5
 c

m Plastics

sheet

34 cm

Fire
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Figure 1. Tests on a vertical shaft model; (a) the vertical shaft model,  
(b) flame height taken using a normal camera

A 1.6 kW pool fire of diameter, D, of 7 cm and containing 25 ml propanol was 
placed on the ground at the centre of the shaft model. The burning time, tB [s], for the same 
pool fire in outside air was about 400 seconds. The average heat release rate was 1.6 kW with 
maximum flame height of 40 cm and average flame height of 20 cm while burning the pool 
fire outside.

There were 18 tests labeled T1-T18 with different gap widths dg  [cm] of values 0.0 cm 
(gap closed), 1.0 cm, 2.0 cm, 3.0 cm, 4.0 cm, 4.3 cm, 6.8 cm, 8.5 cm, 10.0 cm, 11.5 cm, 12.8 cm,  
14 cm, 16 cm, 17 cm, 18.4 cm, 20 cm, 23 cm, and 34 cm (gap fully opened, that is, with one 
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wall was removed), respectively. The ratio dg/a of gap width dg to wall width a (of 34 cm) lies 
between 0 and 1. A summary of the 18 tests is shown in tab. 1.

The burning time of the propanol pool fire varied from 144-400 seconds, depending 
of gap width.

Observations using normal camera

Videos and photographs were taken using a normal digital camera through the trans-
parent surface for each test to determine the flame lengths of the propanol pool fire in the verti-
cal shaft under different corner gap widths.

The flame shapes during steady burning for some of the 18 tests are shown in fig. 1(b). 
For pool fire in the shaft model with no corner gap, flame did not swirl. The flame behaved in a 
manner similar to that of a pool fire in free space.

In the case of 1 cm gap opening, the amount of air that could be entrained into the 
shaft was relatively small and no IFW was formed. However, the flame revolved in counter-
clockwise direction as shown in photographs and video captured using a normal camera, fig. 2.

Table 1. Results for the tests with different gap width
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T1 0.0 0 380 N N – 0 40 20 0 – –
T2 1.0 0.03 252 NA N – NA 50 25 0.029 – –
T3 2.0 0.06 150 Y Y 15 130 80 55 0.131 0.151 0.124
T4 3.0 0.09 144 Y Y 9 130 85 65 0.136 0.151 0.125
T5 4.0 0.12 150 Y Y 6 140 85 65 0.131 0.140 0.136
T6 4.3 0.13 150 Y Y 8 140 85 65 0.131 0.140 0.133
T7 6.8 0.20 155 Y Y 6 145 80 60 0.127 0.135 0.121
T8 8.5 0.25 180 Y Y 6 160 75 55 0.109 0.123 0.114
T9 10 0.29 180 Y Y 7 160 70 55 0.109 0.123 0.098
T10 11.5 0.33 180 Y Y 5 160 65 50 0.109 0.123 0.096
T11 12.8 0.38 180 Y Y 5 160 65 45 0.109 0.123 0.070
T12 14 0.42 180 Y Y 6 160 60 40 0.109 0.123 0.069
T13 16 0.46 180 Y Y 6 160 60 40 0.109 0.123 0.061
T14 17 0.50 250 NA N – NA 55 30 0.079 – –
T15 18.4 0.54 300 NA N – NA 50 25 0.065 – –
T16 20 0.58 360 N N – 0 45 22 0.055 – –
T17 23 0.67 395 N N – 0 40 20 0.050 – –
T18 34 1 400 N N – 0 40 20 0.049 – –

* NA indicates there might be unstable fire whirl with short duration
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(a) ( )b

Figure 2. Flame revolved in counterclockwise direction for test T2 with 1 cm gap width;  
(a) captured from a normal camera, (b) captured from video

As the gap width increased to 2 cm and 3 cm in tests T3 and T4, an IFW was formed. 
In addition, the flame tilted slightly towards the gap opening as shown in fig. 1(b).

Regarding the cases with gap width of 4-10 cm, an IFW was also formed. The IFW 
was much stable as the flame kept rotating about the central axis and did not appear to tilt to 
other directions.

Compared to the IFW formed in the cases with gap width of 4-10 cm, the IFW formed 
in the cases with gap width of 11.5-16 cm was slightly less stable as it again tilted towards the 
gap opening. Moreover, the flame diameter at the lower part of the IFW was slightly larger 
as shown in fig. 1(b).

The flame tilted towards the gap for dg of 2-3 cm in tests T3 and T4 because 
the IFW was not stable enough and so affected by incoming air movement from the 
gap. The larger flame diameter at the lower part of the IFW for tests with larger gap 
width because it allowed more air to enter the shaft model to support more vigorous 
combustion.

There are three types of flame characteristics observed for the different gap widths:
 –  No fire whirl was observed and flames moved round occasionally about a vertical axis for 

the tests with an opening width over 19 cm or less than 1 cm.
 – Swirling motions were observed for a short time or unstable fire whirls were created for the 

tests with an opening width from 1 cm to 2 cm, and from 16 cm to 19 cm.
 –  Stable IFW were observed for the tests with an openinging width from 2-16 cm, or dg/a 

ratio from 1/17 to 8/17.
When the corner gap width increased beyond 16 cm, both flame rotation and preces-

sion were weakened. The pool fire behaved as that in free space again when the gap width 
was bigger than 19 cm.

For gap width half the width of the shaft model (that is, width of 17 cm or dg/a of 0.5), 
more air was entrained into the shaft model. This would disturb the stable IFW motion. There-
fore, 17 cm is a critical value beyond which the IFW inside the shaft would become unstable or 
even disappear.

Observation using high-speed camera

The behavior and flame shape of the IFW was also observed using a high-speed cam-
era which is able to take up to 1000 fps. A normal camera cannot capture the fast whirling of 
flame because it took much less than 1 second for one revolution of the IFW. Moreover, a max-
imum of 2700 pictures can be stored for each test using high-speed camera. The flame shape 
observed was found to depend on gap widths.

A high-speed camera was used to take photographs for test T10. Two tests were con-
ducted in the shaft with a 11.5 cm vertical gap width:
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 – Test T10h1: 250 fps for 2700 frames with testing duration of 10.8 seconds (high-speed 
camera)

 – Test T10h2: 60 fps for 2700 frames with testing duration of 45 seconds (normal camera).
For easy comparison of the flame shape, 105 (157) frames with test duration of  

105/250 = 0.42 second are put in one graph for T10h1, each frame of time interval  
(0.42/105 second) or 0.004 second. For test T10h2, test duration of 105/60 = 1.75 seconds, with 
each frame of time interval  of (1.75/105 second) or 0.0167 second are put in one graph.

The captured pictures for test T10h1 by 250 fps are shown in fig. 3 (3.66-4.08 sec-
onds) with 105 frames of time interval of 0.004 second.

Frame 1 (3.66 s) Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame 4 Frame 5 Frame 6 Frame 7 Frame 8 Frame 9 Frame 10 Frame 11 Frame 12 Frame 13 Frame 14 Frame 15

Frame 16 Frame 17 Frame 18 Frame 19 Frame 20 Frame 21 Frame 22 Frame 23 Frame 24 Frame 25 Frame 26 Frame 27 Frame 28 Frame 29 Frame 30

Frame 31 Frame 32 Frame 33 Frame 34 Frame 35 Frame 36 Frame 37 Frame 83 Frame 39 Frame 40 Frame 41 Frame 42 Frame 43 Frame 44 Frame 45

Frame 46 Frame 47 Frame 48 Frame 49 Frame 50 Frame 51 Frame 52 Frame 53 Frame 54 Frame 55 Frame 56 Frame 57 Frame 58 Frame 59 Frame 60

Frame 61 Frame 62 Frame 63 Frame 64 Frame 65 Frame 66 Frame 67 Frame 68 Frame 69 Frame 70 Frame 71 Frame 72 Frame 73 Frame 74 Frame 75

Frame 76 Frame 77 Frame 78 Frame 79 Frame 80 Frame 81 Frame 82 Frame 83 Frame 84 Frame 85 Frame 86 Frame 87 Frame 88 Frame 89 Frame 90

Frame 91 Frame 92 Frame 93 Frame 94 Frame 95 Frame 96 Frame 97 Frame 98 Frame 99 Frame 100 Frame 101 Frame 102 Frame 103 Frame 104 Frame 105

Figure 3. Test T10h1 at time 3.66-4.08 seconds (duration of 0.42 second for 105 frames),  
frame interval 0.004 second captured using a high-speed camera

Frame 1 (14 s) Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame 4 Frame 5 Frame 6 Frame 7 Frame 8 Frame 9 Frame 10 Frame 11 Frame 12 Frame 13 Frame 14 Frame 15

Frame 16 Frame 17 Frame 18 Frame 19 Frame 20 Frame 21 Frame 22 Frame 23 Frame 24 Frame 25 Frame 26 Frame 27 Frame 28 Frame 29 Frame 30

Frame 31 Frame 32 Frame 33 Frame 34 Frame 35 Frame 36 Frame 37 Frame 83 Frame 39 Frame 40 Frame 41 Frame 42 Frame 43 Frame 44 Frame 45

Frame 46 Frame 47 Frame 48 Frame 49 Frame 50 Frame 51 Frame 52 Frame 53 Frame 54 Frame 55 Frame 56 Frame 57 Frame 58 Frame 59 Frame 60

Frame 61 Frame 62 Frame 63 Frame 64 Frame 65 Frame 66 Frame 67 Frame 68 Frame 69 Frame 70 Frame 71 Frame 72 Frame 73 Frame 74 Frame 75

Frame 76 Frame 77 Frame 78 Frame 79 Frame 80 Frame 81 Frame 82 Frame 83 Frame 84 Frame 85 Frame 86 Frame 87 Frame 88 Frame 89 Frame 90

Frame 91 Frame 92 Frame 93 Frame 94 Frame 95 Frame 96 Frame 97 Frame 98 Frame 99 Frame 100 Frame 101 Frame 102 Frame 103 Frame 104 Frame 105

Figure 4. Test T10h2 from 14-15.75 seconds (duration of 1.75 seconds for 105 frames), frame interval 
0.0167 second captured using a high-speed camera
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Some photos at the transition stage (to tall flame height) and steady burning stage 
for test T10h2 are shown in fig. 4 (the transition from randomly revolving to flame swirling  
14-15.75 seconds). The critical time periods at transition from randomly swinging flame to a 
fire whirl are from 23.25-25.00 seconds and from 25.00-26.75 seconds.

The following were observed from the captured pictures for the two tests:
 – Test T10h1: about 2.5 rps with 90 frames for 1 revolution before generating the fire whirl.
 – Test T10h2: about 2 rps with 30 frames for 1 revolution before generating the fire whirl.

The swirling rate was about 2-2.5 rps before going to the steady fire whirl stage in 
the shaft model with a vertical gap of 11.5 cm. The whirl rate was faster than 3 rps for steady 
fire whirl stage.

It is difficult or even impossible to observe the fire whirls within one revolution with a 
normal speed camera as shown in the aforementioned figures. However, one common point for 
all the IFW is that the IFW flame rotated in counterclockwise direction as the air was entrained 
inside the shaft through the gap which created a counter-clock-wise circulation of air inside the 
shaft and generated the IFW in this direction.

Pictures for tests at 25 seconds, 50 
seconds, 100 seconds, and 150 seconds by a  
high-speed camera were compared with those 
by a normal camera in fig. 5. It is observed that 
there are two flame vortex tubes as in figs. 5(b) 
and 5(c). The observed pattern was enlarged in 
fig. 6 to show two vortex tubes moving over 
the horizontal pool surface as in fig. 6(b). A 
schematic of vortex lines in a thermal plume in 
rotation was also suggested [21].

From the previous observation, more 
detailed schematic diagrams than before  
[15, 16] can be drawn. It is observed that while 

increasing the corner gap width to an appropriate value (with dg/a ratio from 1/17 to 8/17) in 
this model, a steady fire whirl would be developed in a sequence of stages as in fig. 7. A fire 
plume was formed initially as in fig. 7(a), flame tilted with revolution about the central pool 
fire axis as in fig. 7(b), rotation (or self-spinning) with precession started about the tilted flame 
axis with two vortex tubes as in fig. 7(c), further tilted as in fig. 7(d) with revolution at an angle 

(a)

Obviously

with two

vortex tubes

Normal camera Normal camera Normal camera Normal camera

High speed camera-High speed camera-High speed camera-High speed camera-

( )b ( )c ( )d

Figure 5. Pictures from a normal camera and 
a high-speed camera; (a) 25 seconds, (b) 50 
seconds, (c) 100 secondss, and (d) 150 seconds

(a) (b)

2 vortex tubes

observed in the

re whirl

Central axis

2 ame vorteh

tubes rotating in

co nter clock wiseu - -

direction

Illustration by schematic dra ingw Flame vortex tubes

Elevation view

Vortex tube 1

rotating in

counter clock wise- -

direction

Vortex tube 2

rotating in

counter clock wise- -

direction

Vortex tube 1

Vortex

tube 2

Plan view

Figure 6. Flame core observed in an IFW using a high-speed camera;  (a) photograph taken  
by a high-speed camera at 45 seconds, (b) enlarged high-speed camera photgraph showing  
the rotating flame vortex tube
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2 to vertical axis. Then 2 decreased as in fig. 7(e), a vertical flame part formed as in fig. 7, and 
eventually an IFW formed as in fig. 7(g). The two vortex tubes were observed as shown in the 
figure. The motion of the vortex tubes can be further explained using the theory proposed by 
Church et al. [22].

A primary anchoring zone above a pool fire was observed by Venkatesh et al. 
[23]. Using video camera of 30 fps, flame shapes of an IFW of 5 cm diameter pool fire was also 
observed by Chuah and Kushida [24] to have some air regions above the burning fuel surface. 
An air region was observed in an IFW from a 5 cm diameter methanol pool fire by Chuah et al.  
[25]. Spinning of flame base of a 3 cm diameter ethanol pool fire would give higher 
burning rate as reported by Kuwana et al. [26]. There was also an air region observed, though 
the flame vortex tubes could not be seen clearly.

The maximum flame heights fmax [cm] and average flame height fh [cm] are shown in 
tab. 1.

Empirical expression derived from experimental observation

The flame of an IFW as formed in fig. 7(g) can be taken as a fast rotating cylindrical 
diffusion flame. Based on this observed pattern, an axis of symmetry is formed along the vertical 
centerline with air entrained horizontally from all directions. An IFW is a complex 3-D flow 
field and the surface of the flame has a helical structure. Within an average time, the flow field 
of the fire whirl can be taken as axis-symmetric.

Comparing with a normal pool fire, the flame surface of an IFW is relatively stable 
without having large-scale eddies and low buoyancy. Centrifugal force and density gradient 
along the radial direction would give a stable condition as reported in an analytical study of 
IFW before [20]. In this long-term project [11-15] studying IFW generated by a pool fire 
in a vertical shaft, a high-speed camera was used to observe better swirling flow generation 
patterns of the fire whirl in this paper. The flame surface of the IFW is smooth without so many 
wrinkles due to turbulent stratification effect. Mixing and burning of fuel and air would reduce 

(a) (g)(b) (c) (d) (e) (f )

θ2

θ1

θ2

θ1

θ θ1 2and

decreased
θ θ1 2= = 0

o

Vertical

extended

zone

down

Rotation

Rotation

Rotation

Rotation starts

Revolution Revolution

Revolution Revolution Precession Precession

Revolution

Figure 7. Stages to form an IFW from a high-speed camera; (a) free fire plume, (b) tilted flame  
with revolution, (c) flame tip started to rotate, (d) rotational zone formed, (e) θ2 decreased,  
(f) rotational zone became vertical and moved down, and (g) an IFW formed
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the flame diameter of fire whirl R( z) axially, then further reduce it to almost the central axis at 
the top part of the fire. However, the change in flame diameter is small in a fire whirl with a tall 
axial height. Hence, the flame diameter, R( z), is assumed to be a constant, R.

The buoyant axisymmetric plume mass-flow rate ṁplum [kgs–1] at some height, z, above 
the fuel source in cylindrical co-ordinates (r, θ, z) can be written in terms of the density, ρ, the 
axial velocity, Vz(z, r), and the flame radius, R, as reported before [19]:

plume
0 0

( ) (2 ) ( , )d (2 ) ( , )d
R

z zm z r V z r r r V z r rρ ρ
∞

= π ≈ π∫ ∫ (1)

The plume mass-flow increases steadily with height, since ambient air is continually 
entrained over the plume height. This mass consists of a mixture of combustion products and 
ambient air entrained into the plume, with most of the mass originating from the ambient air 
entrained and only a small portion originating from the combustion products. The plume mass- 
flow rate at the mean flame height, fh, can be written as a sum of the burning rate, ṁ, and the 
total air entrainment rate, ṁentr:

hplume entr entr( ) z fm z m m m= = + ≈    (2)

But ṁentr is given:
h h

plume
entr entr

0 0 0

d dd or (2 )d
d d

f f R

z
m

m z m V r r dz
z z

ρ
 
 = π
  

∫ ∫ ∫


  (3)

The study approach is a good starting point aims at describing the correlations be-
tween the upward plume motion, air entrainment, combustion product flow and air intake from 
the shaft gap.

In this vertical shaft model, the rotation of buoyant flame above a gasoline pool was 
induced by incoming tangential air-flow from a sidewall corner gap. The total air intake rate 
to the flame can be expressed in terms of the air velocity at corner gap, Vd(z), and the width of 
sidewall corner gap dg as:

h

in
0

d
f

g dm d V zρ∞= ∫ (4)

For combustion reaction with stoichiometric coefficients n i, ng, and n pro,i of the ith prod-
uct for the overall combustion process:

fuel air pro,fuel + producti
i

ν ν ν→∑ (5)

Stoichiometric eq. (5) gives the mass consumption rates for fuel and oxidizer per unit 
volume (ṁm

fuel and ṁm
air) related to the molecular weights Mfuel and Mair:

fuel air

fuel fuel air air

m mm m
M Mν ν

=
 

(6)

The stoichiometric air-fuel ratio s is defined:
air air

fuel fuel

M
s

M
ν
ν

= (7)

Although air entering through the gap might not enter into the flame directly, circular 
motion will be induced to affect indoor air-flow pattern. Part of the air-flow rate coming from 
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this single gap would sustain combustion. A starting point of analysis is to introduce a specific 
proportion for this ratio. Mass burning rate of the fuel and air-flow rate entrained from the gap 
might not be linearly correlated. Therefore, a log-log fitting is then used for further analysis.

The mass loss rate of the fuel, ṁ, is assessed to relate to a power of dimensionless 
flame height and critical gap width f  *h d*

g with some exponent. The power law can be justified by 
plotting log-log fitting.

Assuming that a constant proportion of entrained fresh air would react with fuel in 
flame, the burning rate ṁ [kgs–1] can be expressed:

inmm
s

γ
=



 (8)

 If distribution of the velocity Vd(z) is known, then the relation between burning rate 
ṁ, width of corner gap dg, and flame height  fh can be estimated. Several assumptions have been 
made and justified before while studying variation of air velocity through the gap along the 
radial direction, Vd, with height z by Zou et al. [20] with the maximum flame height reported 
before. The following expression was suggested in terms of a constant, K, after derivation:

in h gm Kf d∗ ∗= (9)

Dimensionless flame height f  *h in terms of D, and dg
* in terms of vertical shaft width 

a [m] with the gap are given:
h

h
ff
D

∗ = (10)

g
g

d
d

a
∗ = (11)

Therefore, plotting 𝓁nṁin against 𝓁nf  *d*
g should give a straight line. 

Three mass loss rate averages

The change of fuel mass with time was measured by placing the pool on an electronic 
balance with accuracy of 0.001 g. The average burning rate was estimated by three values ṁav1 
and ṁav2 based on the burning duration tB and fire swirling time shown in tab. 1 and fig. 8(a): 

av1
mass of fuel lost

B
m

t
= (12)

av2
mass of fuel lost

swirling time
m = (13)

From the table, ṁav1 = 19.6 g/tB and ṁav2 = 19.6 g/tfw.

Another value ṁav3 was also estimated based on the average of the transient mass loss 
rates over the swirling time with a fire whirl.

The following linear expressions are fitted in this study with correlation coefficient 
being 0.886 and 0.705, respectively, fig. 8(b):

av1 h0.152 2.064gnm nf d∗ ∗= − −
  (14)

av2 h150 1.959gnm nf d∗ ∗= − −
  (15)
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Further, ṁav3 based on the transient mass loss of propanol is also fitted using the fol-
lowing expression, the correlation coefficient being 0.44596:

av3 h0.372 2.127gnm nf d∗ ∗= − −
  (16)

The aforementioned correlations suggested that eq. (9) holds in estimating ṁ by  
eq. (8). 

Mass loss rate fluctuated at transient stages. It is difficult to compare the flame heights 
and mass loss rates at any quasi-steady-state for different test scenarios. Average values of 
flame heights and three estimates on average mass loss rates as in previous under typical con-
ditions including total burning duration and total whirling time.

Further, correlation of flame height of IFW with the gap width can be deduced by 
plotting  f  *d against dg . As shown in fig. 8(c), a line is fitted for using data ṁav1 with high value 
of correlation coefficient of 0.9544:

h 6.82 0.458g gf d d∗ ∗ ∗= + (17)

For using data ṁav2 and ṁav3 together because they are based on the same flame swirl-
ing stage, another line with correlation coefficient 0.9141 can be fitted:

h 5.14 0.489g gf d d∗ ∗ ∗= + (18)

Figure 8. Fitted curves; (a) example 
for mass loss rates, (b) ln(ṁav) vs. 
ln(f  *d*), and (c) mean flame heights
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 Therefore, air-flow rate across the gap, ṁin, is related to dg
*. One of the goals of this 

long-term research project [11-15] is to study the correlation of the flame height of an IFW with 
the corner gap width. A more general correlation can be derived by introducing critical gap width 
(ratio) and dimensionless flame height which involved the effect of the fuel pool diameter. 

Conclusions

Experimental observation on earlier full-scale burning tests indicates that an IFW 
can be generated by a gasoline pool fire burning in a square vertical shaft model with a single 
sidewall corner gap with widths lying within an appropriate range. For gap widths wider or 
narrower than this range, the pool fire appears either as free burning or fire revolution.

By using a high-speed camera, two vortex tubes were observed now which moved 
around the horizontal pool fire surface. As the motion was quite fast, it was difficult to see the 
vortex tubes in the fire whirl before. Based on the corresponding flame swirling observed in 
experiments and compiled data, and an analytical study on vertical distribution of the radial ve-
locity, a correlation of the flame height of an IFW with the corner gap width has been obtained. 
More experimental data for further study is needed and in depth study shall be conducted later. 
The results of the present study would be useful to determine fire safety provisions for vertical 
shafts in tall buildings where IFW might be generated.
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